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Abstract—The shared nature of the medium in wireless
networks makes it easy for an adversary to launch a
Wireless Denial of Service (WDoS) attack. Recent studies,
demonstrate that such attacks can be very easily accomplished using off-the-shelf equipment. To give a simple
example, a malicious node can continually transmit a
radio signal in order to block any legitimate access to
the medium and/or interfere with reception. This act is
called jamming and the malicious nodes are referred to
as jammers. Jamming techniques vary from simple ones
based on the continual transmission of interference signals,
to more sophisticated attacks that aim at exploiting vulnerabilities of the particular protocol used. In this survey,
we present a detailed up-to-date discussion on the jamming
attacks recorded in the literature. We also describe various
techniques proposed for detecting the presence of jammers.
Finally, we survey numerous mechanisms which attempt to
protect the network from jamming attacks. We conclude
with a summary and by suggesting future directions.
Index Terms—Wireless DoS, Jamming, Wireless security,
Anti-jamming.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Security is one of the critical attributes of any communication network. Various attacks have been reported
over the last many years. Most of them, however, target
wired networks. Wireless networks have only recently
been gaining widespread deployment. At the present
time, with the advances in technology, wireless networks
are becoming more affordable and easier to build. Many
metropolitan areas deploy public WMANs for people
to use freely. Moreover, the prevalence of WLANs as
the basic edge access solution to the Internet is rapidly
becoming the reality. However, wireless networks are
accompanied with an important security flaw; they are
much easier to attack than any wired network.
The shared and easy to access medium is undoubtedly
the biggest advantage of wireless networks, while at the
same time is its Achilles’ heel. In particular, it makes it
extremely easy for an adversary to launch an attack. The
goal of traditional DoS attacks is to overflow user and
kernel domain buffers [1]. However, in wireless networks
there are many occasions where the attack can be much

easier for an adversary. For example, in carrier sensing
based networks (e.g. 802.11, sensor networks, etc.),
a saboteur might continually transmit electromagnetic
energy on the medium, achieving the following two
results: (a) the transmissions at the sender are deferred
because the medium is sensed to be busy, and/or (b)
the reception at the receiver is interfered with due to the
jamming signals. Both these effects degrade the wireless
network performance significantly. As another example,
in the context of mobile phone devices, one can use a
compromised mobile device to broadcast huge volumes
of SMS messages in its vicinity in order to flood all
nearby devices [2]. With such malicious techniques, it
is feasible to block any communication between two
wireless capable nodes.
However, such “brute-force” jamming techniques,
which mainly exploit PHY and MAC layer vulnerabilities, can be detected easily. Jammers have responded by
employing more intelligent ways to accomplish jamming
task in order to evade detection. They exploit vulnerabilities at the higher layers of the network stack. A typical
example is detecting the transmission of specific control
packets and preferentially corrupting such packets by
injecting interference. In order to address these threats,
security experts must deploy more efficient methods
for detecting and preventing such “smart” (stealthy)
attackers. A fascinating arms-race, thus, begins between
adversaries and network administrators.
Nowadays many commercial jamming devices are
readily available for attacking all kinds of wireless
networks (e.g. 802.11, 3G, GSM, radar communications,
etc) [3] [4] [5] [6]. This, in conjunction with the large
number of jamming attack strategies reported in the
literature [2] [7] [8] [9], makes jamming a big threat
for wireless networks.
In this survey paper, we describe some of the most
harmful attacks that can be launched by a jammer.
Having established various jamming threats, we report
the most important research on detecting and preventing
such scenarios. Our survey is organized as follows. In
Section II, we provide definitions useful for understand-
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of DoS (i.e., disrupt communications to the desired (or
maximum possible) extent) and be resistant to PHY
layer anti-jamming techniques (i.e., do not allow signal
processing techniques to overcome the attack). Often,
the criteria of interest are jamming scenario dependent.
In other words, the jamming scenario dictates the most
suitable criteria for use. For example, when malicious
nodes have limited energy resources, energy efficiency
will be their prime goal. Of course, in all cases jammers
may attempt to be effective in as many of the aforementioned criteria as possible. As a simple example, in order
to maintain a low probability of detection, the jammer
can adopt techniques that are consistent with MAC layer
behaviors. More details on jamming techniques will be
provided in the following sections.
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Fig. 1.

Pictorial representation of a jamming entity.

ing the concept of jamming, as well as metrics used
for quantifying the effectiveness of a jammer. In Section
III, we expand on known jamming techniques and attack
models. In particular, we study attacks confined to the
PHY and MAC layers. Section IV deals with intelligent
jamming techniques targeting the MAC and higher layers. In Sections V and VI, we study ways of detecting
and defending against the various jamming attacks. We
highlight future directions and further reading for the interested reader in Section VII. Section VIII summarizes
the topics presented in the paper.

B. Jamming Efficiency Metrics
In order to quantify the extent to which the jammer
satisfies the above criteria, we need to define metrics that
capture the jammer’s behavior. For describing these metrics, we will use simple scenarios with one transmitter
(Tx ) and one receiver (Rx ).
Xu et al [10] introduce the following two, widely used,
metrics (PSR and PDR).
Packet Send Ratio (PSR): Lets assume that the MAC
layer of Tx has n packets for transmission. Due to
jamming interference, only m (n ≥ m) of these packets
can eventually be transmitted. PSR is then defined to be:

II. D EFINITIONS AND M ETRICS
First, we start by formally defining jammers. We will
adopt the definition given by Xu et al [10]: “We define
a jammer to be an entity who is purposefully trying to
interfere with the physical transmission and reception of
wireless communications”. A pictorial representation of
the jammer is given in Figure 1.
Before describing the various jamming models, it is
important to refer to some criteria and metrics that are
used to characterize the attack model.

P SR =

m
P ackets Sent
=
n
P ackets Intended T o Be Sent

(1)

PSR is an easily computed measure which intuitively
captures the effectiveness of the jammer towards a transmitter employing carrier sensing as its medium access
policy. The jamming signals can render the medium busy
due to carrier sensing and as a result the transmission
queues of Tx will get filled up quickly. Packets arriving at
a full queue will be dropped. Moreover, depending on the
semantics of the MAC protocol employed, transmissions
for packets at the head of the queue can eventually
expire and the packets themselves get discarded. The
P SR metric can quantify such jamming effects.
Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR): Lets suppose that Rx
receives m packets sent out from Tx . However, from
these m packets only q were successfully delivered to
the higher layers of Rx . A successful reception means
that the packet successfully passed the CRC (Cyclic
Redundancy Codes) check. In contrast to PSR, PDR
captures the effectiveness of the jamming attack towards
Rx . The PDR is defined as follows (note that if m = 0
then PDR is defined to be zero):

A. Jamming Efficiency Criteria
Acharya et al [11] enumerate the following list of
widely used jamming efficiency criteria:
• Energy efficiency
• Probability of detection
• Level of DoS
• Strength against physical layer techniques such as
FHSS, DSSS, CDMA.
An ideal jamming attack should have high energy
efficiency (i.e., consume low power), low probability
of detection (preferably close to 0), achieve high levels
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P DR =

q
P ackets T hat P ass T he CRC
=
m
P ackets Received

closure of G. The connectivity index of G is defined to
be:

(2)

Connectivity Index =

In addition to the simple metrics described above,
there are other sophisticated measures used in order to
quantify the jammer’s effectiveness.
Jamming-to-Signal Ratio: Traditionally, jamming
strength (mostly referring to PHY layer jamming) is
measured by the jamming-to-signal ratio given by the
following equation [12], [13]:
2 L B
Pj Gjr Grj Rtr
J
r r
=
2 L B
R
Pt Gtr Grt Rjr
j j

(5)

From the definition of the transitive closure, E 0 contains all the pair of nodes of the graph for which, there
exists a path that connects them. The connectivity index
is simply the ratio of the number of such pairs to the
number of all possible pairs of nodes in the network. As
a result, a connected graph has a connectivity index of
1, while a graph partitioned in two connected graphs of
equal size, has a connectivity index 0.5.
Other metrics that are traditionally used to capture the
performance of a wireless network can also be used to
measure the efficiency of a jammer. For example, the
long term throughput of a link (which suffers from the
presence of a jammer) can be used as such a metric; the
lower the throughput the higher the jamming efficiency.
In the following section we proceed by describing jamming techniques reported in the literature.

(3)

where with the subscript j we refer to the jammer, with
r to the receiver and with t to the transmitter. Px is the
transmission power of node x, Gxy is the antenna gain
from node x to y, Rxy is the distance between nodes x
and y, Lr is the communication link’s signal loss, Lj is
the jamming signal loss and Bx is node’s x bandwidth.
Obviously, a high jamming-to-signal ratio implies a
successful jamming attack. From the mitigation perspective, an attack countermeasure would try to reduce this
ratio. Equation 3 points to several directions towards this
goal. For example, by reducing the distance between the
legitimate transceiver pair, one can reduce the jammingto-signal ratio and make the link more robust to jamming
attacks. Section VI provides a more detailed discussion
on these issues.
Connectivity index: The presence of jammers in an ad
hoc wireless network can hurt connectivity (i.e., disrupt
the existence of routes between all wireless nodes in
the network). To capture the effect of jamming on the
connectivity of a wireless ad hoc network, Noubir et
al. [12] introduce the connectivity index.
We start by defining a non-jammed link [12]. Let R
be the communication range of the nodes, JS be the set
of jammers, and JR be the jammer’s range. A link from
node A to node B is said to be non-jammed if and only
if:
d(A, B) < R ∧ ∀J ∈ JS : d(J, B) > JR

|E 0 |
|V |(|V |−1)
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III. PHY AND MAC L AYER JAMMING M ODELS
In this section, we present four basic jamming models [10] [14] [15] [16]; a jamming model captures the
strategy followed by the malicious attacker. The key
attributes of these models lies in their simplicity and
effectiveness.
A constant jammer [10] continually emits radio signals on the wireless medium. The signals can consist of
a completely random sequence of bits; electromagnetic
energy transmissions do not have to follow the rules of
any MAC protocol. The goal of this type of jammer
is twofold: (a) to pose interference on any transmitting
node in order to corrupt its packets at the receiver (lower
PDR) and (b) to make a legitimate transmitter (employing carrier sensing) sense the channel busy, thereby
preventing it from gaining access to the channel (lower
PSR).
Similar to the constant jammer is the deceptive jammer [10]. Their similarity is due to the fact that both
constantly transmit bits. The main difference is that with
the deceptive jammer, the transmitted bits are not random. The deceptive jammer continually injects regular
packets on the channel without any gaps between the
transmissions. This makes an overhearing user believe
that there is a legitimate transmission going on. Consequently, every node will remain in the listening state
even if it has data to transmit. An important difference
from the constant jammer is that deceptive jamming is
harder to be detect using network monitoring tools, since
these tools will sense legitimate traffic on the medium.

(4)

where d(A, B) denotes the Euclidean distance between
the locations of node A and node B 1 . Having defined the
non-jammed links we can now define the connectivity
index as follows.
Let G = (V, E) be the directed connectivity graph
representing the multi-hop ad hoc network after removing the jammed links. Let G0 = (V, E 0 ) be the transitive
1 In a CSMA/CA network one should extend the definition and
include the constraint: d(J, A) > JR.
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One disadvantage of both of the aforementioned jamming strategies is their power efficiency. Emitting signals
continually on the wireless medium limits their ability
to be autonomous and to not depend on an external
power source. A more power efficient jamming strategy, is the use of random jammer [10]. An attacker
employing random jamming, jams for tj seconds and
then sleeps for ts seconds. During the jamming intervals,
the jammer can follow any of the approaches that we
have described so far, or any of the tactics that we will
describe in the following sections. By changing tj and
ts , we can achieve different levels of aggressiveness and
power savings; tj and ts can be different in different
jamming cycles. For instance, tj and ts can be samples of
two random variables Tj and Ts , respectively, following
(different) uniform distributions.
Constant and deceptive jamming try to both interfere
with the reception of a packet as well as try to hinder
transmission (if CSMA is used). However, this reduces
the power efficiency of the jammer. A smarter and more
power efficient approach would be to only target the
reception of a packet. This jamming model is called the
reactive jammer [10]. This jammer is constantly sensing
the channel and upon sensing a packet transmission
immediately transmits a radio signal in order to cause
a collision at the receiver2 .
Note that current standards for wireless data communications work in favor of the jammer [17]! For example,
the PHY layer of IEEE 802.11 does not support error
correction. As a result, the jammer can send just enough
power to corrupt a single bit to cause a received packet
to fail the CRC check. The reason for this protocol
specification is that wireless systems have been designed
only to be resilient to non-malicious interference and to
noise. A jammer can exploit this and efficiently use low
power in order to disrupt the entire communication.

functionality to gain continuous access to the medium.
This, in turn, would force the rest of the nodes to defer
their transmissions resulting in a significant throughput
drop. As another example with the MAC layer protocol
used with Bluetooth technology, an adversary can selectively destroy specific control packets disrupting ongoing
communications. At the routing layer, in a wireless
ad hoc network, one can inject erroneous messages or
destroy legitimate routing control packets. Similarly, at
the transport layer a jammer can force TCP to invoke
multiplicative decreases in order to keep the congestion
window small. In the rest of this section we present
in more detail, several “intelligent” jamming models
reported in the literature.
A. Goals of Intelligent Jamming
Intelligent jamming tries to exploit upper layer protocol vulnerabilities in order to achieve three main
goals [18]:
•
•
•

maximized jamming gain
targeted jamming, and
reduced probability of detection.

Next we describe each of these goals in more detail.
Jamming Gain: We define the jamming gain of a
jammer to be the “inverse ratio of the amount of power
used to achieve a desired effect with the jammer under
consideration to the amount of power that is used to
achieve the same effect with the constant jammer” [18].
Later in this survey, we will describe jamming models
with jamming gains as high as 40db.
Targeted Jamming: Naive jammers (as an example
constant jammers) emit a radio signal on the wireless
medium and break down the communications without
paying any attention to which nodes are being jammed.
Further jamming gains can be accomplished if the attacker jams specific victims (e.g. a relay node for many
flows in an ad-hoc network).
Reduced Probability of Detection: As we will discuss in Section V, strategies like constant jamming are
easy to detect. By adding intelligence to the jamming
strategy, one can force the victim network to believe
that the degradation in network performance is due
to congestion or poor link conditions and not due to
the presence of a jammer. This can lead to a reduced
probability of detection.
We must emphasize that jamming is not a transmitonly activity and most of the time could be spent sensing
the wireless channel as well. Given the fact that sensing
also requires energy, energy preservation is in general a
very desirable property for jammers.

IV. I NTELLIGENT JAMMING M ODELS
The jamming strategies presented in the previous
section, can be thought as naive (or very basic) jamming
attacks. These jamming models try to break down the
communication between two nodes. While they can
achieve a high degree of denial of service, they exhibit
(in general) low energy efficiency and high probability
of detection. However, orthogonal to physical layer jamming, several WDoS attacks can be launched by exploiting higher protocol layers’ semantics. For example with
IEEE 802.11, a saboteur can manipulate the back-off
2 The underlying assumption here is that the sensing functionality is
less costly in terms of energy compared to the transmission functionality.
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historical analyzer. The entire procedure involves the
computation of basic statistics and can be accomplished
in a fairly easy way, as described in [18]. This jamming
strategy can achieve significant jamming gains compared
to a naive constant jammer. In particular, as shown in
[18], gains in the order of 400 are viable.

B. A Layered Model for Jamming
Encryption is commonly used in order to prevent
unauthorized access to transmitted data. This can obfuscate control packets from malicious nodes. Brown
et al [18] present a layered jamming strategy that can
work very well towards disrupting encrypted wireless
networks3 . Brown et al propose a three layered approach
to jamming. We briefly describe this approach here.
We refer the reader to the original paper for more
details [18].
The approach spans the three layers of the protocol
stack with each layer offering services to its immediate upper layer; namely the application, transport and
link/physical layer. Each of the layers has two different
modules: the sensing module and the jamming module.
We begin from the lowest, i.e. link/physical layer, which
interacts directly with the wireless medium. The sensing
module senses the channel and for every packet measures
the packet transmission duration and its starting time.
The jamming module performs the actual jamming.
The Transport/Network layer gets information from
the Link/ Physical layer and offers services to the Application layer. In more detail, its sensing module reads
the measurements from the lower layer and employs a
statistical algorithm to classify each packet. Based on
the classification results, the jamming module stimulates
the link/physical layer to attack a specific node in order
to achieve the greatest possible jamming gain with
minimum detection probability.
Finally, the Application layer, operates at a higher
level. The sensing module senses entire sessions ( e.g.
HTTP session) and targets processes running at specific
nodes in the network. The jamming module uses the
session information and defines when jamming should
take place in order to maximize the degradation in the
performance given the targeted protocol (e.g., HTTP).
One practical consideration is the ability of the system
to work online or offline. The ideal mode of operation
would be to be online; however, since some packets
need to be considered along with future packets in
order to be interpreted correctly, offline classification
is more realistic. This limitation lowers the maximum
achievable jamming gain. The offline classification can
be easily achieved in multi-hop wireless ad hoc networks
as explained in [18].
The classification of the packets can be achieved by
using a probabilistic model of the packet size and a

C. Intelligent Jamming in IEEE 802.11
The models presented thus far have not explicitly
taken into account any protocol specific parameters. In
the remainder of this section, we present jamming techniques that involve jamming of 802.11 control packets
in order to corrupt communications with the minimum
possible energy consumption. These techniques require a
good knowledge and understanding of the IEEE 802.11
standard. Readers that are not familiar with the protocol
specifics can find an overview in [19].
1) CTS Corruption Jamming: The malicious node
senses the channel and waits for an RTS packet. After the
transmission of an RTS, it waits for a SIFS time interval
and sends a short jamming pulse which will result in
corrupting the CTS packet. This strategy will result
in zero throughput, since no data will be successfully
transmitted.
2) ACK Corruption Jamming: Using a similar approach (as in CTS corruption jamming), the adversary
senses the medium for the DATA packet. Upon sensing
a DATA packet, it waits for a SIFS time interval at the
end of the transmission and then jams the channel. This
will result in the corruption of the MAC layer ACK.
The ACK is not received from the sender and there will
be several retransmissions, until the sender gives up and
drops the packet from its MAC layer queue. It is easy
to see that this technique will result in zero throughput
as well.
3) DATA Corruption Jamming: Similar to the previous jamming approaches the jammer waits for the CTS
packet and then counts down a time equal to DIFS before
jamming the DATA packet.
4) Narrow-band Jamming: Gummadi et al [20] found
that 802.11 devices are vulnerable to specific patterns
of narrow-band interference, relating to time recovery,
dynamic range selection and PLCP-header processing.
They show that due to these limitations, an intelligent
jammer with a 1000 times weaker signal (than that of
the legitimate transceiver) can still corrupt the reception
of packets.
5) DIFS Waiting Jamming: Jammers belonging to this
class wait until they sense the channel idle for a DIFS
time period. After this period the saboteur jams the
channel. This corrupts the communication that follows

3 A naive jamming model - e.g. constant jammer - can simply jam
the medium and destroy packets on the air irrespective of whether
they are encrypted or not. However in order to achieve the goals of
intelligent jamming an adversary should be able to identify and jam
specific (control) packets.
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the DIFS idle time. The jammer will corrupt either
the DATA packet, or the RTS packet if the RTS/CTS
exchange is employed.
By comparing the previous five intelligent jamming
strategies, we can see that strategies 1 and 3 work
only when RTS/CTS is used. In addition, ”DIFS waiting
jamming” can be energy inefficient as compared to the
other strategies, since after the idle DIFS time there
might not be any communication. This jamming strategy
works well on networks that carry high traffic loads. In
[21] the authors compare the total energy that various
jamming approaches consume for achieving the (same)
result. Their findings demonstrate that intelligent jamming models can be a lot more energy efficient compared
to simplistic continuous jamming.
6) Identity Attacks: Bellardo et al [22], present the
so called identity attacks. There are various types of
DoS attacks that belong to this category. First, we
present the de-authentication attack, where the attacker
spoofs the deauthentication message; this is a special
message with which a mobile user or an AP (Access
Point) explicitly requests a deauthentication. Spoofing
this packet will cause the AP or the mobile client to
exit the authentication phase and refuse any further
packets until re-authentication. Similar to this attack is
the disassociation attack. In this case, the malicious
entity spoofs association messages. This attack is less
effective than the de-authentication attack strategy, since
the latter forces the victim to do more work to return to
an authentication state. Another possible identity attack
is the power saving attack. In this case the attacker
spoofs the pooling messages or the TIM messages, which
are related to the power conservation functionality of a
mobile node using IEEE 802.11. This will result in the
discarding of data. More details on these types of attacks
are found in [22].
7) Greedy Behavior: The authors in [23] [24] [25]
and [26] describe examples of greedy behavior of a
selfish user that wants to gain more throughput than the
other users of the network4 . The greedy node can scramble the CTS, ACK or DATA frames - just like with the
previous jamming models. The congestion windows of
the legitimate nodes will increase and as a consequence
they will defer their transmissions, thereby achieving a
much lower throughput than their fair share. The greedy
node can also increase the duration value in the frame
header of RTS or DATA. As a consequence, its neighbors
will have a long busy period indicated in their NAVs; for
the period shown to be busy by the NAV they will not

contend for the medium. As a result the cheating node
can send multiple data packets (if the NAV is set to a
large enough value) with one medium access instance.
In the case of an adversarial node, there will not be
any data exchange during the NAV period; however the
legitimate nodes will not be able to contend for the
channel. Another greedy strategy is related to the backoff
functionality of 802.11. In particular, the greedy user can
reduce its backoff time (or consistently use the minimum
value for the backoff congestion window) and/or use
another distribution for the congestion window. This
translates to more frequent access to the channel than
the other, legitimate nodes. As a final example, a node
can increase its CCA threshold and ignore signals from
other nodes. After an initial period with collisions, the
legitimate users will enter the back off states with larger
congestion window values, while the greedy user will
gain more frequent access to the channel. The greedy
user will be able to count down its back off window
faster, even when other nodes get temporary access to
the channel. This is because it will not sense such
transmissions due to the increased CCA value. Such
greedy behaviors can be called active jamming, since
they resemble jamming attacks. However, the attackers’
goal is to gain more throughput than their fair share,
which is in stark contrast with (passive) jamming attacks
where goal is to disrupt ongoing communications. More
details on these types of attacks can be found in the
references provided.
8) Wireless Ad Hoc DoS: There is a class of WDoS
attacks that are specific to 802.11 networks operating in
the ad hoc mode. These malicious behaviors target layers
above the MAC and in particular the routing layer. They
take advantage of the fact that these type of networks
operate without any infrastructure [27]. In order for two
nodes in this network to communicate, a route should
first be discovered. An adversary can flood the network
by sending a large number of route requests, causing
high levels of congestion which in turns disrupts routing.
However, note that the large number of requests could
be a consequence of normal network operations. For
example when the network exhibits high mobility and/or
there is a large number of poor quality links, the route
discovery phase can be legitimately triggered very often,
making the detection of such attacks challenging. In
addition, the saboteur can spoof the source IP addresses
of the route request packets and flood a victim node with
requests. These requests seemingly originate at different
users, and cause a DDoS at that node. This class of
attacks does not fall into the same category as jamming
attacks. However, given their importance, we will briefly

4 However, these techniques can be also used from an adversary that
wants to interrupt the normal operation of the wireless network.
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survey techniques for detecting and preventing such
attacks in the following sections.

the carrier sensing time (during these periods), while the
reactive jammer is not affecting transmissions at all.
3) Measuring the PDR In [10] and [14] the
authors show that PDR measurements can help detect
all types of PHY layer jammers. It is shown that even
in a highly congested network the PDR remains as
high as 78%. On the other hand, under a jamming
attack, the PDR drops significantly. Therefore, a simple
threshold can be set to distinguish between a congested
network state and a state induced by a PHY layer
jammer. However, there are still situations where PDR
measurements can lead to false alarms. For example,
such scenarios may arise when there is a network failure
(such as a battery failure); the node under consideration
stops sending packets and PDR drops to 0. In addition,
poor link quality at the receiver (i.e. low SNR) can
drastically reduce PDR. Clearly, PDR measurements can
not always distinguish between jamming and network
failures and/or poor link conditions.
4) Consistency Checks Xu et al [10][14] introduce two detection techniques based on consistency
checks. With these methods, one is able to detect all
types of jammers and overcome the problem of distinguishing between network dynamics and jamming
attacks. The two schemes are the following:
Signal Strength Consistency Check: The detection
system measures both the PDR and the RSS (received
signal strength). The key idea is that if we measure low
PDR and high RSS then it is most likely that the node
is jammed. On the other hand, if we measure low PDR
with low RSS, then this can be due to a network failure
or poor link quality.
Location Consistency Check: Similar to the RSS consistency check, the detection system measures the PDR,
along with the location of the neighbors of the node
under consideration. The thesis here is that if we measure
low PDR and the distances to the neighbors are small,
then with high probability the node is being jammed. On
the other hand, if we have low PDR and the distances
between the nodes are high, then this is likely due to
nodes getting out of range or experiencing poor link
quality (e.g., due to long separation distances5 ).
In [10], the authors show that both schemes can (i)
detect all types of PHY jammers and (ii) distinguish the
state induced from normal congested network states or
dynamic failures in the network. However, there are still
open issues. For example, the frequency of the location
advertisements can significantly affect the performance

V. I NTRUSION D ETECTION S CHEMES
Traditional techniques directly borrowed from Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) for wire line networks,
face practical limitations when considered for wireless
networks. For example, signature based IDSs will not
be efficient, since many WDoS attacks take place at
the MAC layer. Thus, it is difficult to isolate sequences
of packets and feed them as an input is such systems.
In addition, the power constraints of a mobile user
are such that make it relatively difficult to build such
an IDS, which is required to store a great number of
attack signatures. The rest of this section presents studies
related to intrusion detection in wireless networks.
A. PHY layer Intrusion Detection
The PHY layer jamming is the most easy to implement
jamming technique. The basic idea for detecting such
attacks is very simple: the presence of jamming radio
signals at the receiver can effect the received signal
strength. Along these lines, the authors in [10] and [14]
propose a series of basic detection methods.
1) Signal Strength Measurements Xu et al. [10]
[14] show that simple statistical metrics, such as the
average received signal power, are not useful in discriminating between the jamming scenarios and the normal
states of the network. In particular, it is hard to select
a threshold that can distinguish between jamming and
normal network conditions (e.g., congestion). Xu et al
[10] [14] use spectral discrimination techniques in order
to enhance detection. However, as shown in the paper,
their scheme can detect only some types of jammers.
In particular, it can detect the constant and the deceptive
jammers, but it fails to detect the reactive and the random
jammers.
2) Carrier Sensing Time In a CSMA network e.g. 802.11 - the MAC protocol requires a node to first
sense the channel to be idle for a specific amount of time
prior to transmitting. Under normal conditions and for a
specific network, the distribution of this carrier sensing
time is known and can be acquired either theoretically or
empirically. Monitoring for deviations from the benign
distribution, can be used for jamming detection [10]
[14]. However, the effectiveness of this scheme is similar
to that of the scheme that relies on signal strength
measurements; it can detect a constant and a deceptive
jammer, but not a random or a reactive jammer. The
random jammer spends time sleeping without affecting

5 Note here that even if two nodes are close to each other, wireless
propagation effects, such as fading, can significantly degrade the
quality of the (short) link, and as a result the effectiveness of this
detection scheme.
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of the location consistency check system. In addition,
wireless propagation effects (e.g. fading) should be taken
into consideration for accurately computing the false
alarm rate of the IDS.
Li et al. [28] study the case of optimal PHY layer
jamming in wireless sensor networks. Here, the goal of
the jammer is to corrupt the maximum number of links
while keeping the probability of detection low. In order
to achieve this, it tunes the jamming probability and its
transmission range. The goal of the IDS is to detect the
jammer and notify the sensor nodes in a short time. The
detection system utilizes monitor nodes and is based
on measuring the percentage of incurred collisions. A
training period, which can be large, is required in order
for the detection algorithm to operate efficiently. The
algorithm itself is based on Wald’s Sequential Probability
Ratio Test [29] and the reader is referred to [28] for more
details.

more complicated functions with weights can be used
instead. The behavior classification component performs
the actual classification using the result from the aggregate test.
Complementary to DOMINO, the authors in [26],
design a detection scheme (called CMD for Carrier
sensing Misbehavior Detection) for users who selfishly
exploit CCA tuning. The key idea behind the detection, is
that user who increase their CCA to gain more frequent
access to the medium will treat signals that arrive at their
circuitry with RSSI smaller than the CCA threshold, as
noise6 . Consequently, the authors propose a challengeresponse scheme, where the AP transmits low power
probes to nodes that obtain higher throughputs than
their fair share. A detailed analytical and experimental
evaluation of the proposed scheme shows that CMD can
efficiently detect misbehaving nodes, with low probabilities of false alarm [26].
The most widely considered selfish strategy is the
manipulation of the 802.11 backoff mechanism. Kyasanur et al. [24] propose a scheme that can detect a user
that tries to access the channel more often by deviating
from the standard exponential backoff mechanism. The
motivation for such an adversarial strategy can be either
to get higher share of the bandwidth or just to prevent
other users from accessing the medium.
The proposed detection scheme consists of three modules that modify IEEE 802.11. The high level idea is
that when a receiver sends a CTS or ACK packet to
a sender, explicitly indicates to the sender the next,
randomly selected, backoff time that it has to use. The
first module of the system is used to identify deviations
from the protocol. The receiver monitors the channel to
check whether the sender is using the correct backoff
time or not. The second module of the system uses the
knowledge acquired by the first module to penalize the
sender if it misbehaved in the last transmission; a larger
backoff time proportional to its deviation is assigned
for the next transmission. In some cases, a deviation
might be falsely determined due to, for example, hidden terminal problems. However, in such instances the
deviation, and consequently the penalty, will be small
leading the system to an overall satisfactory performance
in the long term. The last module of the system is the
diagnosis module. It monitors the deviations using a
sliding window of length W . If the sum of the deviations
exceeds a threshold, the node is classified as malicious.
Despite the reasonable performance achieved with the
above scheme, there are some issues that need to be fur-

B. Detection of MAC layer DoS/misbehavior
As described in Section IV-C7, selfish users can
launch active jamming attacks in order to gain illegitimate frequent access to the medium, causing starvation
to the other nodes. The most widely known selfish behavior detection system for WLANs is DOMINO (Detection
Of greedy behavior in the MAC layer of IEEE 802.11
Networks) [23] . Its name seems to imply that it can
only address greedy “legitimate” users. However, given
the similarity of greedy behaviors to jamming attacks,
DOMINO can be modified to be used as a jamming
IDS. The main advantage of DOMINO is that it does not
require any modifications to the existing infrastructure.
DOMINO consists of three modules. The first module
is responsible for the collection of traffic traces. These
traces are used as input to the second module which
performs various tests, each specialized to detect a particular attack. The current version of DOMINO supports
six such tests as described in [23]. Each test comprises
of two components: the deviation estimation algorithm,
which determines the deviation from the expected model,
and the anomaly detection component which uses the
previously estimated deviation in order to decide if a
station is a well behaved node or not. The third and
last module, is the decision making component, which
aggregates all the results derived from the previous tests
and decides if the station is an adversary. The decision
making component is also divided into the aggregation
component and the behavior classification component.
The former can use several functions to aggregate the
results from the tests. In the current implementation,
this function is a simple logical OR operation. However,

6 Most commodity cards set their CCA threshold to be equal to the
receiver sensitivity [30].
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ther examined. It is interesting to examine what happens
when colluding attackers exist; what are the changes
required in order to prevent the attack? Furthermore, how
can one avoid extended misdiagnosis? Extensions of the
above system are found in [25].
Radosavac et al [31] propose a theoretical framework
for detecting misbehaving nodes that deviate from the
backoff mechanism. They consider the case of an intelligent attacker, which adapts its strategy trying to avoid
detection for as long as possible. The authors formulate
the detection problem within a minmax robust detection
framework and they prove that the optimal detection rule
is a Sequential Probability Ratio Test (SPRT). Nodes
observe the backoff times used by the other legitimate
users and using SPRT they try to detect misbehaving
entities. In contrast with the schemes in [24] [25], it
does not require changes to the 802.11 protocol. However, it comes with some assumptions that can make
its deployment hard; accurate node synchronization is
needed and constantly backlogged nodes are assumed.
In addition, issues related to inaccurate measurements
due to interference and/or colluding nodes need to be
addressed.

not be able to perform this exchange in real-time (during
the attack period), but the evidence will be shared only
at later time. Therefore, this scheme is not appropriate
for real time detection. Moreover, the system should be
augmented by a trust/reputation mechanism; some nodes
might intentionally report wrong lists in order to mislead
the detection scheme. More details on the protocol used
to share lists and the algorithm are beyond the scope of
this work, and can be found in [32].
D. Wireless Ad Hoc Networks Intrusion Detection
As mentioned before, mobile ad hoc networks
(MANETs) are more susceptible to attacks due to the
lack of infrastructure. Features such as, open medium,
dynamic topological changes, limited bandwidth, distributed cooperation and constrained energy resources
are some of the characteristics that make MANETs more
vulnerable.
Recently there has been an increased interest in wireless MANET intrusion detection. A brief overview of
these works can be found in [27]. In particular Zhang
et al. [34] describe a distributed IDS for MANETs,
where an IDS agent operates at each mobile node of
the network. This scheme is further extended in [35]
by trying to enhance the security of the AODV routing
protocol. A local IDS is proposed in [36]; the system
is based on mobile agents which collect existing data
from the Management Information Base (MIB) using the
SNMP protocol. Collecting such information does not
incur much cost for an agent running SNMP and mobile
agents can reach remote nodes. Both of the above factors,
constitute two important advantages of the proposed IDS.
The authors in [37] propose an IDS based on Support
Vector Machines. The SVM data mining technique is
very powerful and is used for classification when there
are previously unseen events. In their work, an SVM is
being used in order to classify the traffic that is being
collected as normal or abnormal. More studies on ad
hoc IDSs can be found in [38] [39] [40], and a detailed
comparison of these systems can be found in [27].

C. A Wireless Distributed IDS
Aime et al. propose a distributed IDS [32]. The basic
concept is that a node by itself cannot decide if an
observed degradation in performance is due to a network
failure or due to a jamming attack. In order to make a
correct decision, all nodes need to cooperate. Every node
in the network monitors the ongoing traffic and creates
a list of evidence, relating to events that take place on
the wireless medium. Such events include the number
of packets sent, the duration of idle periods, the number
of corrupted packets, etc. When every user has created
its own list, nodes exchange them and try to match
events. This combination leads to a better understanding
of what happens in the network and more importantly
it can distinguish between jamming attacks and channel
failures. The corresponding two network states have the
same basic signature - packets transmitted but never
received - but they differ in their position in the event
list. As an example, an attack will result in a number
of packets lost sequentially, while channel failures will
have packets lost here and there. The whole process
resembles to a large extent, data fusion techniques which
have been traditionally used in wired IDSs; data from
many different sensors are combined in order to support
evidence [33].
The main drawback of this system is the need for an
event list exchange. If a node is being jammed it will

VI. I NTRUSION P REVENTION S CHEMES
As their name suggests, Intrusion Prevention Systems
try to prevent jamming by either avoiding or fighting
against the malicious entities.
A. Frequency Hopping
Frequency hopping has been traditionally employed
in order to overcome the presence of a jammer [14]
[41] [42]. Frequency hopping can be either reactive or
9

proactive. In the reactive case, when a node detects
that it is jammed it switches to a different channel and
sends a beacon message on the new channel, announcing
its presence. Its non-jammed neighbors will sense its
absence and will change their bands of operation to
check if their lost neighbor has sent beacons announcing
its presence on a different channel. If not, then they
assume that the node just moved away. Conversely, if
they sense a beacon, they will inform the other nodes in
the network to change channels. At this point, there are
two possible approaches. The first approach would be
for the entire network to eventually migrate to the new,
non-jammed channel. Alternatively, only the boundary
nodes of the jammed region will change their frequency
of operation; these nodes will be then used as relays
between the non-jammed and the jammed areas of the
network.

ments, model the interactions between a jammer and a
link as a zero-sum, two person game, obtaining bounds
on the anti-jamming performance of frequency hopping.
Multiple jamming devices operating on different bands
can effectively block the entire spectrum. Note that,
multi-channel jamming attacks canbe launched by utilizing cognitive radios. In such a scenario, with one radio,
one can jam multiple channels [44]. Concluding, anti jamming schemes that try to fight against a co-channel
jammer (instead of simply avoiding it) are of interest
due to the above deficiencies of frequency hopping. As
an example, the preliminary work in [45], tries to fight
against co-channel jamming utilizing rate and power
control techniques. In addition, it can be potentially used,
in conjunction with frequency hopping for enhanced
performance.

Navda et al. [42] implement a proactive frequency
hopping protocol with pseudo-random channel switching. They compute the optimal frequency hopping parameters, assuming that the jammer is aware of the
frequency hopping procedure that is followed. They
show that their scheme can retain up to 60% of the
throughput achieved under benign conditions; in addition
there is no significant degradation when there is no
jammer.

B. Spatial Retreats
Mobile nodes affected by the jammer can move away
from their initial positions to avoid jamming signals. In
brief, when a node detects that it is being jammed, it tries
to (a) escape from the jammed area (evasion phase) and
(b) stay connected with the rest of the network (avoiding
partition with the rest of the network - reconstruction
phase) [14][41]. In particular, when a node senses that
it is being jammed, it starts moving out of the jammed
region; at the same time it executes a detection algorithm
trying to stay connected with its previous neighbors.
The latter is achieved by moving along the boundary
of the jammed area. If the evading node was blindly
moving away from the jammed area, the connectivity of
the network could be significantly affected.

Gummadi et al [20] propose a rapid frequency hopping scheme in order to avoid narrow-band jamming.
The authors first show - as mentioned earlier - that
802.11 devices are vulnerable to specific patterns of
narrow-band interference relating to time recovery, dynamic range selection and PLCP-header processing. A
jammer exploiting this vulnerability, can cause a significant number of packets to be corrupted with even
an 1000 times weaker signal than that of the legitimate transceivers. In order to overcome this problem a
rapid frequency hopping scheme is proposed. Frequency
hopping is based on the premise that operating on an
orthogonal channel of that of the jammer, suppresses
the jamming interference. However, frequency hopping
techniques try to avoid the malicious node (and in
particular its band of operation), rather than fighting
against the latter. Taking into account that current commercial systems, use only a small number of orthogonal
bands, and that adjacent orthogonal channel interference
exists, frequency hopping has been shown to be rather
ineffective. In particular, the authors in [43] have shown
that adjacent orthogonal channels are not fully separated,
that is, a jammer residing on a channel can still harm
communications on adjacent (orthogonal) channels. The
authors after quantifying this effect through measure-

C. Fighting Reservation Based DoS attacks
As mentioned earlier, an adversary can send an RTS
packet, requesting the medium for a period of M slots,
while it does not have actual data to send. This results
in the under-utilization of the medium; no packets are
on the air but the legitimate users cannot access it. Negi
et al. [46] propose the usage of a new control packet,
called CTSR, to address this attack. More specifically, in
a WLAN setting, the access point can periodically (e.g.
every K slots) sense the channel to deduce if there is
an ongoing transmission, as should be the case. If the
medium is not busy, the AP revokes it by sending out a
CTS packet with N AV DU RAT ION = 0 (CTSR packet).
However, the jammer can adapt its strategy in order to
overcome the above prevention scheme. The adversary
can send out a jamming packet every K slots, in order
to deceive the AP into sensing an ongoing transmission.
However, given that for early detection it is required
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that K  M , the jammer will have to spend a lot of
energy in order to keep deceiving the AP. Thus, its power
efficiency will be reduced.

link, can be reduced, thus boosting the received signal
strength. Both of this approaches are brute force techniques. They result in a decreased jamming-to-signal ratio and hence, can be expected to improve performance.
However, such strategies might not provide significant
benefits in CSMA/CA networks (e.g. 802.11, sensor
networks, etc.); decreasing the jamming-to-signal ratio
will potentially help in cases where only the receiver
is affected by the jammer. If the transmitter is able to
sense the jammer, packets will not be transmitted at all,
causing a severe performance degradation.

D. Securing our Network from a Layered Jamming Attack
In section IV-B a simple model of a layered jamming
attack was presented. This model tries to exploit existing
patterns in protocols related to the size, the interframe
time periods and the sequence of the packets being
exchanged. A simple way to make a network resilient
against such intelligent jamming attacks is to obfuscate
these patterns when possible. As an example, for obfuscating the packet size consistencies a simple padding
technique can be used; every control packet can be made
to be of the same size, making it more difficult for a
jammer to recognize such packets. This padding only has
a very small impact on throughput as explained in [18].
The authors of [18] also suggest that protocols based on
overly precise timing should be modified in such a way
that additional delays are added. These delays could be
indicated in the packet headers.
Finally, obfuscating the packet sequence is more challenging. A technique proposed in [18] for this purpose is that of packet aggregation; multiple packets
can be aggregated to perturb the sequence relating to
packet consistency. The authors do not provide a specific
implementation, giving only guidelines for the properties that the system needs to satisfy. They state that
the system should be able to aggregate data packets
transmitted between one or more sessions on a source
system and one or more sessions on a target system.
In particular, the system must (a) collect and multiplex
packets from the system session(s) of the source into one
aggregated packet and (b) demultiplex the latter at the
destination system, delivering the original packets at the
corresponding sessions. This procedure affects also the
interpacket timing and the size of packets. At the same
time the precise number of packets that are exchanged
is hidden. Thus, packet aggregation can be deployed
against sophisticated layered jamming attacks.

2) Directional Antennas: Noubir [12] proposes the
use of directional antennas as a means for combating the
jammer. This results in an increased antenna gain from
the transmitter to the receiver and vice versa, decreasing
as a consequence the jamming to signal ratio. The same
effect can also be achieved by using sectored antennas,
or other types of smart antennas that focus the beam’s
power on the receiver. Using directional antennas, can
also help at mitigating jamming effects at a CSMA/CA
transmitter. In particular, based on the radiation patterns of the antenna used, jamming interference coming
from directions other than the direction of transmission
does not stimulate transmission deferrals due to carrier
sensing; in other words packets can still be transmitted
despite the presence of a jammer.
3) Spread Spectrum: The above methods do not
perform any processing of the transmitted signals; they
just change the transmission parameters of the signals
(e.g. power, directionality, etc.). However, there are PHY
layer signal processing techniques used as jamming
countermeasures. The most well known techniques are
based on the use of Spread Spectrum communications
[49]. Spread-spectrum communications refer to signal
structuring techniques that employ direct sequence, frequency hopping or a combination of these. Spread spectrum can be used for multiple access. These techniques
decrease the potential interference to other receivers, by
making use of a sequential, noise-like, signal structure
to spread the (usually) narrow band information signal
over a relatively wider (radio) frequency. The receiver
correlates the received signals to retrieve the original
information signal. Initially, there were two motivations
behind spread spectrum communications: (a) to resist
enemy efforts to jam communications (anti-jam, or AJ)
and (b) to hide the fact that communication was taking
place (sometimes referred as Low Probability of Intercept (LPI)).

E. PHY layer anti-jamming techniques
In this section we present anti-jamming techniques
that are built entirely at the PHY layer [47] [48].
1) Simple PHY Layer Techniques: The jammingto-signal ratio, captured by Equation 3, provides various
insights on possible ways to fight against jammers. For
instance a legitimate transmitter can increase its transmission power. As another example the distance between
the transmitter and the receiver, i.e., the length of the

However, despite the usage of spread spectrum techniques, the communication link is not totally secured
against jammers; the adversary does not have to be
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aware of the complete spectrum-transition sequence, e.g.
the frequency hopping sequence, in order to disrupt
communication. For instance, in the case of voice communications between human users, the corruption of a
small part of the conversation will have a minor effect
on the quality of the communication. However, in the
case of data communications (assuming absence of errorcorrection) the corruption of a single bit is enough to
compromise the whole communication process. In addition, similar to brute force techniques discussed earlier,
spread spectrum cannot protect a CSMA/CA transmitter
from the presence of a jammer. Finally, the near far
problem [50] also exists with random 802.11 network
deployments, and this might cause spread spectrum
systems to be ineffective in coping with jamming.

can be exchanged secretly using any standard encryption
scheme.
The price of using ECC is the additional overhead for
the transmission of the redundant bits and the additional
communication latency; the complete information cannot
be retrieved before the reception of all the interleaved
information blocks. The gain however, is an increased
ambiguity in terms of which bits must be jammed, in
order for a packet to fail the CRC check at the receiver.
Therefore, the scheme proposed prevents jammers from
attacking the network while preserving energy.
5) Use of covert channels in the presence of a
jammer: Xu et al [51] propose the set up of a covert
timing channel that will exist even in the presence of a
jammer. The key idea is that in a jamming environment
where only the reception of a packet is being affected,
the receiver can identify the reception of a (corrupted)
packet. By encoding data based on the inter-arrival times
between received corrupted packets, a low rate channel
under jamming can be established. The authors propose
an extension of their scheme, to account for multiple
users. They propose a time-slotting system that makes
use of optical orthogonal codes [52]. The reader is
referred to [51] for more details.
We would like to reiterate, that most of the PHY layer
anti-jamming schemes try to mitigate the jamming effects at the receiver. There is an implicit assumption that
packets can be transmitted by the sender. However, as
discussed above, many wireless systems employ carrier
sensing to define their medium access policy; this makes
packet transmissions vulnerable to jamming as well.

4) Cyber Mines and FEC: The use of FEC increases
overhead but can help in the presence of a jammer.
The main drawback of not using any error-correction,
is that the attackers need to corrupt just a single bit in a
packet to achieve their objective. This requires very low
jamming energy. The corruption of a single bit is enough
to cause a packet reception failure. Thus, adversaries can
achieve high jamming efficiency (high energy efficiency
with high levels of DoS). Such low-energy long-lived
jamming units are called cyber-mines.
Handling Cyber mines: The authors in [47] [48]
propose a scheme that aims to force the jammer into
spending more energy in order to achieve its goal. Simply put, their goal is to eliminate cyber-mines. Towards
this, they investigate the performance of various errorcorrection schemes; they conclude that the most suitable
codes for binary modulation in the presence of a jammer
are the Low Density Parity Codes (LDPC). The main advantages of LDPC are: (a) they result in a capacity close
to Shannon’s bound, (b) they perform very well with
long packets (of the order of 16,000 bits) which makes
them suitable for IP-networks and (c) they are relatively
easy to implement. In addition, the authors find that a
good alternative to LDPC are Turbo-Codes. Such codes
are especially suitable for shorter packets. In practice,
in order to improve the error tolerance, an interleaver is
used in conjunction with error-correction codes (ECC).
The main problem with traditional communication systems is that the structures of the interleaver and the
ECC are publicly known. Consequently, the adversary
can attack those (critical) bits that result in a burst of
errors such that the underlying error correction will fail.
To overcome this problem the use of cryptographicinterleaving is proposed. With this, the reordering of
bit-blocks in a transmission frame are permuted, known
only to the two communicating parties. Such information

F. Wormholes
Until recently wormholes were thought to be a threat
for a wireless network [53] [54] [55]. Cagalj et al [56]
though, proposed a reactive anti-jamming scheme for
wireless sensor networks using wormholes. The basic
idea is that jammed nodes can use channel diversity, to
establish communication with another user outside the
jammed area. There are 3 proposed types of wormholes:
•

•
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Wired pairs of sensors: A sensor network can be
enhanced by connecting a subset of node pairs that
are through wires. It is shown in [56] that in order to
be able to arbitrarily form a wormhole pair between
the exposure region and a non-jammed area with
high probability, a large number of wired pairs is
required.
Frequency hopping pairs: The pairs are created
by utilizing nodes with frequency hopping capabilities. All pairs deployed use frequency hopping and

thus links are resistant to jamming7 . However this
technique requires synchronization in order for the
frequency hopping scheme to operate.
• Uncoordinated channel-hopping: In this scenario,
sensor nodes that are capable of hopping between
radio channels that span a large frequency band try
to create uncoordinated wormholes among themselves. The difference as compared to the previous
solution is that now an entire packet is being
transmitted on a single channel. As a result the
hops between the different channels occur at a much
slower timescale as compared to classical frequency
hopping.
More information and a detailed probabilistic analysis on
the formation of the wormholes can be found in [56].
The frequency/channel hopping wormhole pairs suffer
from the same deficiencies of frequency hopping antijamming schemes. For example, the presence of a wide
band jammer can completely disable the formation of
these types of wormholes. In addition, establishing wired
connections between pairs of sensors can be unrealistic
in real world deployments. As a result there are still open
research problems with respect to using wormholes as a
jamming countermeasure.

VII. D ISCUSSION , F UTURE W ORK AND F URTHER
R EADING
Effectively addressing the jamming problem
clearly requires a cross-layer approach; different
jamming models exploit parameters of different
protocols/functionalities. Thus, anti-jamming methods
discussed in this survey can operate in complementary
way to each other. A combination of the proposed
schemes can be used in an appropriate way, in order
to implement a unified anti-jamming system that
caneffectively address the problem. Researchers should
always keep in mind that adversaries often come up with
more intelligent ways of launching jamming attacks
and as a result we need to act proactively. Furthermore,
most of the existing work is theoretical and in many
instances make unrealistic assumptions. Future research
on jamming could benefit from system implementation.
Two very recent works, following this path, combine
ideas and techniques from optimization theory in a
practical system implementation. In particular, Broustis
et al [58], acting proactively, identify a new, intelligent
jamming attack on WLANs. After demonstrating its
malicious effects, they implement a cross-layer detection
and mitigation system. In particular, they alleviate the
attack via traffic shaping based on the solutions to a set
of optimization problems. The authors of [59], utilize
the main idea of gradient descent optimization algorithm
to design and implement a jammer localization system.
Despite similar research efforts, the gap between theory
and practice in wireless networks, and as a consequence
in jamming research as well, is still big. However,
researchers should focus on closing this gap in the
future and having more practical systems implemented
towards fighting with real world adversaries. Finally, on
a different note, jamming has been recently proposed,
for augmenting security systems for communications
in sensor networks. In particular, Martinovic et al
[60] propose the use of jamming in order to destroy
unauthenticated packets on the air. This way, nodes will
not need to receive and authenticate these packets and
this translates to a lower energy consumption overall.
Nevertheless, there are still open research issues that
accompany such an approach. For example, one needs
to be sure that the packets that are jammed are fake
packets. The trade off between the energy spent to
jam and the one required to receive and authenticate a
packet needs to be carefully examined. Despite these
issues, using jamming for the benefit of the network is
a novel and yet an unexplored research area which will
attract a lot of attention during the next years.
Further reading: A reader interested in jamming

G. Protocol Mechanism Hopping
As mentioned earlier, intelligent jammers take advantage of specific protocol parameters (at any layer
of the protocol stack). Once a vulnerability is identified, the intelligent jammer can consistently exploit it
and significantly degrade the performance. Liu et al
[57] propose a game-theoretic framework for modeling
the interactions between a smart jammer and protocol
specific functions. Based on this framework they propose SPREAD (Second-generation Protocol Resiliency
Enabled by Adaptive Diversification), a system to provide robustness against intelligent jamming attacks. In
a nutshell, SPREAD chooses and hops across various
protocol parameters based on the strategy being used
by the jammer. SPREAD hinders the effectiveness of
the jammer by hiding the underlying vulnerabilities that
the jamming entity tries to exploit. The authors provide
as an example a game where packet sizes are tuned,
using their game theoretic framework. Their approach
can be thought as a generalization of the frequency
hopping schemes. However, there is a significant effort
needed in order to bridge the gap between the theoretical
formulation of SPREAD and a practical anti-jamming
system implementation.
7 The authors assume that the jammer cannot harm frequency hopping communications.
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Jamming Model
Implementation Complexity
Constant [10]
Low
Deceptive [10]
Low
Random [10]
Low
Reactive [10]
High
Packet Corruption [11], [21]
Average
Narrow-band [20]
High
DIFS Waiting [11], [21]
Medium
Identity Attacks [22]
Medium
Layered Attacks [18]
High

Energy Efficiency
Low
Low
Adjustable
High
High
High
Medium
Average
Low

Stealthiness
Low
Low
Medium
Medium
Average
High
Medium
Average
Average

Level of DoS
High
High
Adjustable
High
High
High
High
High
High

Anti−Jamming Resistance
Medium
Medium
Medium
Low
Low
Average
Low
High
Medium

TABLE I
Characteristics of various jamming models (Poor, Low, Medium, Average, High).

attacks on wireless sensor networks can further refer
to the work by Mpitziopoulos et al [61]. Work on
attacks and on wireless networks in general and on
countermeasures thereof are found in [62] [63] [64]
[65] [66] [67]. These studies present surveys on security
issues in wireless networks.

the already widespread deployment of wireless systems,
solutions that require large scale changes (and cannot be
applied for example through a software patch) are unrealistic. We have tried to gather the most important studies
existing on the jamming-related research. We believe
that this survey will help future studies on comparing,
challenging and, most importantly, improving currently
existing solutions to cope with jamming.

VIII. C ONCLUSIONS
Jamming is still an open and important research
problem. In this paper, we tried to gather together the
majority of the research on this area. We present:
• a plurality of jamming models that have been considered in the literature,
• various jammer detection strategies that have been
proposed and,
• anti-jamming schemes.
Table I summarizes the characteristics of the various
jamming models examined in this paper. Every solutionthat has been proposed exhibits limitations and there
are more things that need to be done in order for
the problem to be solved satisfactorily. For example,
frequency hopping techniques assume that rapid hopping between channels is possible. However this might
depend on the hardware used. A prior work [68] has
reported that switching from one channel to another and
the subsequent restoration of a data session may take
from 600 to 1000 msec. During the switching period,
there is no traffic flowing from/to the node, and this
decreases the long-term throughput. However, even if
such delays can be minimized with driver’s modifications
[69], multiple jammers residing on different channels as
well as wide-band jammers can easily overcome the use
of frequency hopping techniques [43].
Other prevention schemes require properties that
might not be applicable in realistic scenarios. For example evasion techniques require the mobility of the
nodes, which might not be possible, while other solutions
require modifications of the current protocols. Given
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